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«... Electromagnetic signals make it possible to identify the presence of bacteria
and viruses, and therefore by extension, to fight against them. »
Dr. Béatrice Milbert
«We can foresee two consequences in the medicine of the future: the first one is that the
drug will be administered by phone on a smart card. Not the name of the drug or its structure but its activity. You have to acquire the following principle once and for all: a molecule is biologically active in its signal function, and simply a kilohertzian wave transmitter. »
Dr. Jacques Beneveniste
«For example, molecular signals for therapeutic purposes will be transmitted and
disseminated «through Internet. »
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LISTEN TO OUR INNER WEATHER, OUR ECOSYSTEM OR UNDERSTAND OUR BODY IN AN ALTERNATIVE WAY
To understand our body
in an alternative way, we
need to take several factors
into account.
It is important to be interested in our lifestyle, our
education, our culture, our
origins, our physical body
and its metabolism, in a
word everything that is MATERIAL. And on the other
hand, it is equally important
to take into account our
soul, our spirit, our emotions,
as well as everything that
constitutes our environment,
that is to say our home, family, friends, our professional life, our neighbours...
Considering all these parts
of ourselves is capital, in order to apprehend who we
are and understand ourselves from a completely
different angle, taking into

account our history and the
memories that we convey,
in what constitutes our subtle, invisible, energetic and
vibratory identity.
For example, you enter a
room with a sumptuous decor and yet you have an
impression of uneasiness,
disturbance, you perceive a
heavy atmosphere and the
atmosphere seems heavy
to you. This is the very succinct definition of this notion
of energy, of a vibration that
you perceive, that the subtle part of being will feel. This
subtle part that captures
the information that we will
be interested in in order to
know how to dialogue with
it.
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Water is the major element
that forms us, the rest is only
matter and energy. The
body functions like a very
well tuned clock, which can
be compared to a perfectly synchronized symphony
orchestra. In other words, it
works like a spinning-top in
balance when everything
goes well, but as soon as
an irregularity occurs, the
spinning-top goes out of
balance. At this point appear symptoms and subsequently disease
It is then necessary to restore the good functioning
of our body with a whole
bunch of actions at all levels so that it rebalances
and resynchronizes itself to
take again the metaphor of

the top with the whole of its
rotation at its original speed.
Here’s another example:
when you play with a hoop
everything is balanced
thanks to a certain speed,
as soon as you slow down or
accelerate, you introduce
a state of unbalance which
reflects itself on the whole
body and simultaneously
generates an unconscious
compensation which will
have on a more or less long
term certain consequences
on the whole body. In the
majority of cases this compensation occurs mainly
following a brutal emotional
shock, whether it is in utero,
during the first years of life,
or possibly later.

«restores a balance» when
the compensation cannot be formulated. It then
expresses itself in various
ways: diseases, accidents
or even no event at all... He
declares, and I quote, «The
human Being lives literally
and on a permanent basis
in a compensated past».
By exploring, then, each
person’s personal story
when declaring an illness,
or accident... by looking
at transgenerational memories, or an emotion not
expressed because during
the traumatic event, the
words to say it missed. So
the disease would appear
as a symbolic compensation for this unexpressed suffering.

It may be a bereavement,
an illness, a move and even
a happy event. In utero, it is
a memory sometimes difficult to identify because
parents do not always take
certain events seriously or
simply these events are hidden.
According to Doctor Pierre
Jean-Thomas Lamotte, a
neurologist for whom there
exists
an»unconscious
symbolic compensation»
which originates beyond
our knowledge, this process
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«The simple fact of understanding this mechanism
would already enable us to
avoid diseases,» says Pierre
Jean-Thomas Lamotte in his
various works
The objective is always to
succeed in keeping the balance at all levels; this is essential to allow us to maintain excellent vitality while
avoiding to compensate in
an extreme way.
And this is where alternative,
informational medicine comes in, it’s by searching for
the causes of these shocks
that we can deprogram in
order to reprogram our own
life history and evolve with
more serenity.

EVERY MUSCLE AS WELL AS EVERY ORGAN REACTS WITH A THINKING MECHANISM
This update is all the more
important as it relieves the
individual of guilt about his
history.

by a burnout, or by various
pathologies
(locomotor,
metabolic and psychological problems).

To the expression: «from
communication
springs
Light», I would add that Light
is life and that it is important
to communicate to our
being as a whole the good
information that we possess
that comes from our gut, our
heart and our mind. It is therefore fundamental that all
these parties express themselves so that we can have
a good dialogue with ourselves and with others, and
this, with kindness, is how we
will be able to circulate all
the forms of energies that I
would call informational.

I compare these movements of informational
energies to meteorology,
because the latter is often changing (sun, tsunami, rain, storm, wind, snow,
hot, cold...) and we have
this weather inside us; it expresses itself through joy,
anger, love, hate, opposite
feelings that animate us. So
it’s a real personal ecosystem. To maintain balance,
we must therefore be careful to what is happening inside us so as to create the
best, but also be careful to
our external environment, to
what we emit and receive,
in order to protect our creation.

These informational energies are constantly in motion and when they reach
saturation the individual expresses them, for example

This environment, whether

it is inside or outside, has an
inescapable importance. Indeed, let us remember that
in the embryonic state we are
«already conditioned» because in the womb of our mother, we bathe in the amniotic liquid which is composed
at 99% of water; it is our first
home, it will impregnate us
with the whole family patrimony. It is for this reason that
before conceiving a child I
advise to be as «clean» as
possible, which means to
have cleaned as well as possible the family history. It is at
this moment that our basic
program, our operating system installed «on a blank hard
disk» is shaped, and it is precisely the content of the basic program that interests us,
because, as already said,
this one is conceived in water
and it is for this reason that it is
through water itself that such a
program can be modified.
.

This environment, whether it is inside or outside, has an inescapable importance.
Indeed, let us remember that in the embryonic state we are «already conditioned»
because in the womb of our mother, we bathe in the amniotic liquid which is composed at 99% of water; it is our first home, it will impregnate us of the whole family patrimony, it is for this reason that before conceiving a child I advise to be as
«clean» as possible, that is to say to have cleaned as well as possible the family history. It is at this moment that our basic program, our operating system installed «on
a blank hard disk», is shaped, and it is precisely the content of the basic program
that interests us because, as already said, this one is conceived in water and it is for
this reason that it is through water itself that such a program can be modified.
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WATER, ITS MEMORY A VIBRATORY INFORMATIONAL
SUPPORT

Water is the most widespread element
on earth as in our own body whose water
content is between 70 and 90% depending on age, but especially 99% molecular to maintain its vitality. Water is intrinsically part of us, we can survive long without
eating, but not without drinking, in fact we
can consider that :

mical characteristics compared to other
liquid substances but especially, it is in
1988 that the incredible hypothesis was
stated :

WATER IS LIFE

Experiments around the world have
confirmed that water has the capacity
to receive and record the imprint of all
external influences memorizing everything that happens in its immediate environment. One more reason, to remind
you dear parents, I strongly advise you
to clean memories as much as possible
before conceiving a child.

THAT THE WATER WOULD HAVE A
MEMORY

We must drink more or less 2.5 litres of water a day, knowing that when we take a
bath or shower we absorb about 1.5 litres.
But what does it reveal to us this water, we
know that it has already been studied in
detail, has extraordinary physical and che-
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DOCTOR JACQUES BENVENISTE, THE ORIGIN OF HIS
DISCOVERY IN 1988

Here is the precise transcription of the
remarks by Doctor Jacques Benveniste,
who is at the origin of this discovery on
the memory of water in 1988. They are
simple and very clear.
Doctor Jacques Benveniste declares
during an interview on television.
Doctor Jacques Benveniste

« The fact that a liquid like water which is considered simple,
in any case common when in
reality it is extraordinarily complex, can reproduce the activity
of complex molecules, has struck
considerably the community of
biologists.
We can dilute any of the lab
reagents we use. At the time, we
were a research lab on allergy.
So, now we have a product that
triggers allergy at will, in our
jargon we call it an anti-IGI antibody, but we can choose any
other product, and this diluted
product therefore should no longer trigger allergic phenomena
in the in vitro test tube, as we
say. In fact, after the surprise,
followed by years of work to
understand the phenomenon,
we discovered that this product
still continued, (we go on doing
dilution experiments from time
to time), to exert an effect even
when it has disappeared from
the tube.

The fact that we can observe an
activity in a liquid that no longer contains molecules could
make us think, and I beleive it’s
true, that everything happens
as if, like we say in mathematics, water remembered having
seen this molecule. Hence the
pictorial expression, which is
important: it’s not water, it’s the
message that molecules leave in
water, and that’s what we worked on later.
The experience that Jacques
Benveniste presents is that of
an isolated heart coming from a
guinea pig, and this pig has been
made allergic to ovalbumin,
which is egg white. This heart is
a very sensitive organ which will
detect in a very fine way, as in
all allergic systems, the slightest
trace of egg white. When we introduce a certain dose of ovalbumin, the heart reacts with an
allergic shock. If we introduce
what we call digital ovalbumin,
the heart does not make the
difference between digital ovalbumin and the real ovalbumin,
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in the same way that our ear
does not make the difference
between a digital sound written
on a compact disc and the real
person speaking or singing, it
seems like exactly the same
sound. So why the digital? It comes ultimately but it is the great
great-great-granddaughter of
the memory of water. We said
that what is important in the
memory of water is not the water, it is what is written on the
water, and the research we have
done in the years that followed
(1982, 88 and 91), have shown
us that this activity written on
water can be erased by a magnetic field in the same way you can
erase with a magnet what you
recorded on a magnetic tape
without influencing the speech
when it comes out of the mouth.

The next step was to transfer this
magnetic information by means
of an amplifier as we do for
sound, and we realized that we
managed to transfer it on a sound
band (i.e. a band between 0 and
20 kHz to be schematic).
It is therefore the band we generally use to talk, to phone or to
make music, although we carry
this specific activity from one
tube to another through a wire.
We have taken an additional
step, which is to declare that since
it was a sound, since molecules finally speak to each other through
sound waves, they speak to each
other as we speak to each other
through vibrations and they resonate if they have the same vibration. We recorded this on a computer hard disk through a sound
card as we can do with a multimedia computer. The next step we
have now realized, that we realize
in routine, is obviously to transfer
these files from computer to computer by Internet, exactly like any
other file.

A very simple example: you take
a bacterium, we can imagine
that we will record its frequency
spectrum and send back to the
bacterium its frequency spectrum
in opposition to the phase and
the bacterium will not be able
to communicate with the outside and therefore will die. It is
currently practiced in airplanes:
we take the sound, we send it in
phase opposition and the result
is silence. Since by sending the
opposite phase to a sound we obtain zero result, we can imagine
a completely electromagnetic
medicine of the same type which
will obviously take much more
time.But nowadays the technical
I think that the drug molecule, means are already at our dispoexcept perhaps in some very nar- sal. »
row indications, will serve as an
example, like having calcium
really hard in the bones. It is not
a signal function, but very quickly the drugs as we know them
will become digital and I think we
will even use frequencies.
So from there on, the molecule itself has no importance whether it
is the shape of Pavarotti ‘s, Callas’s or Johnny Hallyday’s larynx.
That’s unimportant to us.
What interests us is
what comes out of it, mainly the
sounds.
Therefore the important point is
what comes out of the molecules.
those are the sounds that the molecule sends to communicate with
the specific molecule with which it
can communicate by a resonance
system that is the same one we
use in wireless to transmit waves
at distance.

There are two consequences for
the medicine of the future: the
first one is that the drug can be
administered by phone, listed
on a smart card. Not the name
of the drug nor its structure but
its activity. We must acquire this
principle once and for all, which
is that a molecule is simply biologically active in its function of
signal, and simply a transmitter
of kilohertzian waves.
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THE DNA TRANSDUCTION EXPERIMENT
This experiment, which is a true scientific discovery and advance, is
very eloquent because it allows us to highlight the great power of information capable of stopping harmful bacterial activity and understand
it is the signal that contains the information and not its support, a
point which is crucial.
This discovery also provides answers and clarifications on alternative,
informational and vibratory medicines.
A few years later, thanks to today’s computer and electronic technology,
Professor Luc MONTAGNIER, 2008 Nobel Prize winner for Medicine
and co-discoverer of the AIDS virus, will take over Dr Jacques BENVENISTE’s work, presenting it in detail on «France Télévision».
This intervention will complete the remarks described in the previous
paragraph. So here is the transcript of this experience he named: «an
experiment in DNA transduction».
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PROFESSOR LUC MONTAGNIER AND HIS DNA TRANSDUCTION EXPERIENCE SHOWN ON «FRANCE TELEVISION»

«

Starting from the DNA
of a patient infected with
AIDS, the professor and his
team will create a digital file
and then send it over the Internet to another laboratory
where the DNA will be reconstituted from the file. The
professor calls this «transduction», one could almost call it
«teleportation».
To detail further the experiment: a DNA carries all the
information necessary for the
development and functioning
of an organism, for man as
well as for a fungus or a bacterium. Each DNA is unique
and, as an identity card, it allows the identification of each
organism. So, we will be able
to compare the reconstituted
DNA at several hundred ki-

lometers with the DNA stored in double blind. We try to pick
in the professor’s refrigerator. up an electromagnetic signal
coming from the different
The experiment consists in tubes placed on the sensor,
realizing a high dilution then we digitize this signal
which is made possible by in- in order to obtain a computroducing molecules in water ter file as we would do for a
then in carrying out successive sound; but these tubes contain
dilutions until the elimina- only water.
tion of the initial molecules.
Here we are talking about a
few DNA molecules removed Technically the tube is depofrom a patient infected with sited for 6 seconds on the senthe AIDS virus. We take one sor then the digital file is revolume of this solution and corded on the computer hard
add nine volumes of water so disk.
that at each step we divide by
ten the number of molecules
present. Dilution is an inte- On observation, we detected
gral part of any experiment an increase in the amplitude
involving the memory of wa- of the signal in the tubes that
ter. A molecule is brought into have been in contact with the
contact with water and then it DNA of the virus. They emit
waves, whereas in conventiois removed by dilution.
nal physics water itself does
In his experiment only an not emit waves. According
ounce of matter, namely just to Professor Montagnier, the
2 nanograms, was initially water in which the DNA has
used. By making this simple been strongly diluted has kept
series of manipulations, we in memory traces of the origivery quickly obtain dilutions nal DNA, and it restores them
in a way that there are no in the form of electromagnetic
DNA molecules left but only waves. Biology and classical
water. If we went up to the physics never consider such
24th dilution it would amount phenomena.
to diluting a drop of the initial
The rest of the experiment
DNA in the Atlantic Ocean.
This experiment will be done consists in transferring by in-
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ternet, the MP3 file obtained,
as an e-mail attachment and
using it to reconstitute the
DNA1500 kilometers away
in Italy, at the University of
Benevento renowned for the
quality of its molecular biology laboratory which has the
ability to reproduce what Professor Montagnier does. The
Italian team will start by performing the reverse operation
of that performed by Professor Montagnier. The waves recorded in France will be read
by the computer and sent in a
tube of pure water. This tube
of water will listen to these signals and memorize them.

Technically, a tube of pure water is put in the winding then
the whole in this metal cylinder so as to avoid the interferences which could occur in
the part. After that, one starts
the reading of the file of the digitized waves and lets the water listen to this noise during
approximately one hour.

It is the PCR technology that
will then be used. This technology has revolutionized the
work of molecular biology laboratories but also that of the
police forensic department
in the identification of criminals over the past twenty
years. PCR consists in putting
chemical elements into water,
in essence elementary bricks
called nucleotides which are
the basic components of any
DNA. To these bricks is added
the polymerase, an enzyme
which will act as a catalyst.
Initially, these components remain inert, nothing happens.
But if fragments of a DNA are
introduced, then thanks to
the action of the polymerase,
the complete DNA sequence
is reconstituted. We will then
have enough elements to identify the owner of this DNA. In
1993, this phenomenon, the
polymerase chain reaction,
brought a Nobel Prize in Chemistry to its discoverer Kary
Mullis.
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But in this experiment, there
is no physical DNA, just water
that has listened to a signal
from the Parisian DNA. So
we shouldn’t expect anythingto happen because it is impossible for the DNA sequence of
the virus to reconstitute itself
without a model. It would be
like making a photocopy without an original.
At the end of the experiment,
the Benevento University
team decrypts the PCR results
on the screen. The observed
bands are indeed DNA and
it is a success. Finally, the
last step was the expertise of
an independent laboratory
which compared the results
of the two French and Italian
laboratories which proved,
through the results obtained,
that the DNA transduction as
well as the sequences were almost totally identical at 98%.
And we can say this proportion of common elements is
enough to reach the conclusion that the experience is a
success. »

EXPLANATIONS AND COMMENTS BY THE JOURNALIST

I

n the specific world of
quantum physics, there
is no distinction between
waves and matter. We
consider an atom both as
a particle, and a wave. And
precisely, the memory of
water tells us of a wave that
has the same properties as
the matter that would emits
them. There is certainly a
key to understand what
is happening in Professor
MONTAGNIER’s tubes.

This is a very empirical new
field of medicine, but one
day all this will be well integrated and we will be able
to treat cancers by waves.

A possible application of
the memory of water is not
limited to the detection of a
disease. In fact, the waves
emitted and stored by water in contact with a molecule would then propagate
the properties of this molecule and therefore its action.

These applications are a direct result of the professor’s
experience in his laboratory. Imagine that instead of
a DNA molecule, we introduce into water the molecule of a drug. We could,
after high dilutions, record
on a file the waves of this
drug, then re-emit them in
order to simulate its presence and therefore its benefits. This approach is totally revolutionary because
so far classical chemistry
establishes that molecules
have an effect by contact
between them but none
whatsoever at distance.

If we admit the waves
can act, we can also act
through them and then
treat by the waves.

It is quite possible to imagine and even to provide
very soon a smartphone
application that would
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send information to your
body so as to produce an
effect. Steve JOBS considered that the smartphones
would make it possible to
cure oneself in the future.
We’re not so far from that.
Whether it is the detection
of serious diseases, or therapies using drug waves,
a new approach to biology is emerging, based on
the information that waves
could convey inside our
cells. These are probably
the first steps in digital biology that Jacques BENVENISTE already foresaw from
the basement of his prefabricated building in the
1980’s.
Those who wish to venture
freely in this path of research should be able to
do so, even if it means making mistakes, which is how
science can advance.

EMMANUEL CARRIERE MD(AM), PhD(AM)

A

fter having stated these scientific facts and current comments, I will
refer to an older technology, just as avant-garde and in the same
state of mind that Doctor Jacques Benveniste’s. It will be necessary in understanding the results of my own experiments on digital biology.

LEADING THE WAY TO ELECTRONIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
THERAPIES

D

r. Albert Abrams is the
pioneer in this new
technique of electronic
medicine which uses appropriate vibration frequencies.

H

e was born in 1864 as
the son of a major landowner in San Francisco.

During his youth, he went
to Germany to study at
the University of Heidelberg
the precepts of a vibratory
science which would later
bear the name of radionics. The latter is defined as
a science that consists in
searching for the vibratory
frequency emitted by different diseases, microbes
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and viruses and then corrects the disturbances by
using appropriate vibratory
frequencies.
During his time at the University of Heidelberg in 1882,
Dr. Albert Abrams met professor De Sauer who one
day told him the following
story:

While he was transplanting
onion sprouts, he had forgotten a few uprooted bulbs next to another plant still
in the ground in a nearby
square. Two days later, the
onions planted at the side
of the square next to the
uprooted bulbs developed
a different growth from
those at the opposite end.

Doctor Albert Abrams
For Dr. Albert Abrams, the
roots of the onions probably emitted radiations,
which was an unknown fact
at the time, and these, by
their vibratory frequencies,
affected the onions left in
the growth box on the other
side of the square.
Inspired by this unusual experience, Dr. Albert Abrams
decided to return to the
United States with the aim
of teaching at Stanford
University an extraordinary

medicine where he learned
to examine patients by simply jabbing them on the
body in order to obtain resonances which he thought
would reflect the subject’s
state of health.
During an experiment, Albert Abrams asked one of
his subjects named Ivor, to
get on a dais and remove
his shirt facing west. He then
gently tapped the young
man above the navel and
asked his students to record
the sound. Then, to better
argue his theory, he instructed a doctor to remove a
cancerous tissue, fix it on
Ivor’s forehead and remove
it before fixing it again. During this operation, Dr. Albert
Abrams continued to pat
Ivor’s abdomen. The note
changed from a clear to
a muted sound each time
the cancerous sample was
attached to Ivor’s forehead.
This observation will lead
Dr. Abrams to state that
some unknown waves
emitted by diseased
tissues could be absorbed and recorded
by healthy human bodies. A series of electronic reactions produced
by tuberculosis, malaria,
streptococci, could affect
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and be recorded on different regions of the torso of a
healthy person like Ivor.
Each disease was transmitted to the person each
time he tapped, and each
time he got a different
sound.
He reached the conclusion
that the vibrations of the diseased cells in the sample
had been absorbed by the
subject’s body, and that
they had an effect on human cells.
Dr. Albert Abrams presented
his theory in New Concepts
in Diagnosis and Treatment
(1922).
He also wrote Human Energy (1919), a book in which
he shows how all things release energy.

The result of all his experiments will lead Dr Albert
ABRAMS to manufacture
a device that he will call
Refléxophone. This device
could emit sounds of different tones, and was able
to interpret the waves produced by the diseased tissues. Several diseases were
detected by a simple dial
reading.
With this instrument, a disease could be diagnosed
by examining a single drop
of blood. (Hudgings, 1923)
To confirm this, Dr. Albert
Abrams will conduct a
special experiment. Before some forty of his future
doctors, he demonstrated
the reaction that would be
triggered by the blood of a
malaria-stricken person.

fate in the device which
had contained the blood .
He obtained a sound corresponding to that of malaria. Later, he decided to
place the malaria-affected
blood in the container with
a grain of quinine wrapped
in silk. This time, the sound
that had given the muted
tone of malaria produced
a very clear tone. The radiation emitted by quinine
had cancelled out the radiation from malaria blood.
Albert Abrams diagnosed
his patients’ health problems in person or at a distance. In the first case, he
connected his device in
which he put a drop from
the patient’s blood to the

«Gentlemen,» he said, «if
you were in the presence of
a person with malaria, you
would all give him quinine
as a remedy. And why is
that?» Faced with the general silence, Dr. Albert
Abrams decided to place
a few grains of quinine sul-

patient himself. By jabbing
him slightly on the stomach,
he said he could send a
vibration along his client’s
backbone, which he could
then measure and trans
form into a diagnosis. At distance, he compared the
energy of a healthy person’s
blood to that of the patient,
according to the procedure described above.
A wave emitter could annihilate the radiation emitted
by all kinds of diseases. Dr.
Albert Abrams eventually
built an oscilloclast, with the
help of an electronics engineer, Samuel O. Hoffman.
This apparatus emitted specific waves capable of cu-

Oscilloclast
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ring human diseases. It cancelled the radiations emitted
by the various affections. As
early as 1919, Doctor Albert
Abrams taught its use to
doctors who marvelled at
such an avant-garde technology.
By placing a drop of blood
in the oscilloclast and comparing the energy of the
blood sample to the blood
of a healthy person, one
was able to see from what
disease the individual was
suffering.
The oscilloclast has come
to be known as the «black
box» (Williams 2000). Dr.
Albert Abrams’ treatment
was simple: it was to send
healthy energy to the affected areas so as to counter
the negative energy. He
called this way of proceeding «electronic» or «radio
therapy», and his system,
ERA (Electronic Reactions
of Abrams). This first radionic instrument capable of
reproducing
calculated
electromagnetic energies
by opposing resistance to
the radiation of the disease,
captured the vibratory frequency and then bom-

barded the pathogenic
element with the same frequency. The electromagnetic pulses to which the individual was subjected had
the effect of cancelling the
radiation of the disease.
In other words, the initial frequency of the disease is returned in phase opposition
so as to cancel the effects
of the radiation emitted by
the disease.
Nowadays, this technology
is one of the main components of quantum medicine
bio-resonance devices that
are fully capable of capturing, referencing and
evaluating all the subject’s
vibrations and returning the
information to be corrected
in phase opposition in order
to restore vitality and informational balance.
In the 1950s, Radionics was
taken over by a Princeton
graduate engineer, Curtis Upton, who wanted to
know if the equipment invented by Abrams could
be applied to agriculture.
To convince himself of this,
he was accompanied by
a fellow university student,
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William J.
Knuth, himself an electronics engineer by trade and
who in 1951 tried an experiment around cotton fields
in Arizona.
Curtis Upton and his
colleague will stop by a
cotton field and place on
its edge a small machine
the size of a portable radio
set equipped with buttons
and a telescopic antenna
imagined on the bases of
Dr. Albert Abrams’ oscilloclast. They wanted to try a
particular experiment by
affecting the cotton field
through a simple photo.
They took an aerial photo of the agricultural field,
then placed this photo on
a receiving tray fixed on the
base of the device and next
watered the photograph of
an insecticide well known
for its effect on the cotton
parasite.
The purpose of the experiment was to rid the field of
parasites without the use of
commercial insecticides,
but with a technique called
radiant which projected the
reagent onto the field
through photography. And,
as incredible as it might

seem, the field in question
was rid of all its parasites.
The radionic technology
had worked well.
The experiment carried
out by Curtis Upton will be
taken over by another academic, Howard Armstrong,
who, after taking an aerial
photograph of a corn field
attacked by Japanese parasites, will coat the photograph with rotenone, a
small substance known to
be devastating for this type
of insect parasites.

Like Curtis himself, he will
place his picture coated
with the substance on the
tray at the receivers of a
radionic device and after
a repeated treatment lasting 5 to 10 minutes with
the buttons of the device
turned on the specific graduations, more than 90%
of the parasites had disappeared from the field. Fortified by this success, Upton, Knuth and Armstrong
will join forces to found a
company which will bear
their names and start manufacturing radiant energy devices they will sell to
different farmers.

The new generation of
devices resulting from this
research was called the
generic name of radio
devices. The principle of
these devices is schematically similar to that
of the radio station, and
is based on the use of
frequencies.

THE DIGITAL BIOLOGY APPROACH
In today’s world, thanks
to new technologies and
technical advances, we
are able to advance further
in the techniques of helping
and accompanying the
person.
The genius of our ancestors
is an excellent database
of discoveries and wisdom
that our current inventors
have put to good use. (Russian, German...).
My approach focuses on

listening and observing the
subject so as to really resonate with it. During my years
of training and experience,
I have noticed that it is our
environments,
whatever
they are, that shape us
through the multiple information they send us.
We must be aware of how
much one and only one
piece of information, just
as one and one only meeting can change our lives (a
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personal, professional meeting, the announcement of
a profit...), therefore our inner weather.
I deepened my knowledge
by perfecting my understanding of informational
medicine, which in turn
gave rise to a combination
of different techniques in
approach and evaluation.
I was particularly interested
in biological decoding because it allows me, through

the symbolism of diseases
and their symptoms, to
trace back their origin and
thus their cause.
The use of the spirit of ultra-high dilution remedies,
combined with Voll’s organometer and Chinese
medicine allow me to solve
the memories, the true heritage of the individual, by
deprogramming him in order to free him and reprogram him anew.
It is by the use of the Voll organometer that for years I
have been able to discover
to what extent an informa-

tely the measurement of
conductivity and resistance
of the main acupuncture
meridians at one’s fingertips. We clearly observe how
the vibration of a simple
highly diluted matter, i.e.
with a total absence of
matter containing simple
information, can have an
effect on a wide spectrum
of interventions ranging
from the physical body to
the various subtle bodies.

This observation stimulated
my curiosity and led me,
year after year, to deepen
my research on the
subject of information transmission.
Instead of using a
medical remedy, I
wondered why not
produce one’s own
remedy, with one’s
own information,
using
bio-resonance, quantum
medicine based
on the technological combination
described by Drs
Abrams,
Benveniste and Professor
Montagnier.
For a few years
Voll Organometer now, I have been
tion is able to free a person. developing a technologiIt allows to visualize concre- cal protocol destined to
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design personalized digital remedies, which I have
experimented for several
years on myself and then
with volunteers.
These informational remedies are designed from a
personalized digital programming which leads, in
absence of any resistance,
to the transformation and
release of physical, physiological, psychological,
emotional, and environmental barriers in order to
program a serene future
with objectives, goals and
a very precise purpose.

DESIGN AND VERIFY A CUSTOMIZED DIGITAL REMEDY
The objective will be to design a digital remedy and
verify that it conveys the original information. For these
experiments, I will use the
following material product:
GAULTHERIE essential oil
supplied by the EONA laboratory and the isotonic plasma supplied by the QUINTON laboratory.

According to me, the work of
Dr Benveniste and Professor
Montagnier is an excellent
basic premise. I choose
these same techniques: first
of all, I use the digital copy
of GAULTHERIE, then the ultra high dilutions in order to
highlight the positive dilution
for extraction of the digital
signal, and finally a contemporary electronic radionic
bioresonance device (CORE
INERGETIX SYSTEM) to design
an entirely digital GAULTHERIE.
The aim is to create a
personalized digital remedy with very precise
sentences that resonate
with our lives, our intimate
projects, our daily lives.
For example: «I’m recognized and loved for
what and who I am», «I
free myself from the trauma of abandonment», «I
give priority to myself in life»,
«I’m full of vitality», «I attract
everything that is good for
me and that corresponds
to me», «I love myself, I respect myself and I am gentle
with myself», «I am protec-
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ted from people and energy-consuming situations», «I
am fulfilled in my professional
and emotional life», «I move
to the seaside», «I meet the
man or woman who corresponds to me», «I live in abundance»...
To transform our vibratory
state is to change our inner
environment, our aquarium,
because we are mainly composed of water. At
both ends of our lives, these
percentages differ: the

percentage in the weight of
body water varies between
85% for a newborn baby upto 93% for a three-month-old embryo - and 65%
for an elderly person. This
body water represents 99%

of the number of molecules
that make up our body.
This water is very similar to
seawater. At the beginning
of the 20th century, a great
scientist by the name of
René Quinton highlighted
this marine aquarium by the
similarity of isotonic seawater (mixture of spring water
and seawater) with our inner
environment (its biocompability with our blood).
It is called water or Quinton
Isotonic plasma. It is this water that I use in my experiments to be as close as

possible to our constitution.
Since we are a «marine»
aquarium, it might better be
clean, pure and pleasant. It
is important to maintain it as
you maintain the aquarium
of your fish. It is necessary to
have good environmental
conditions for life to develop as it is much healthier
to shower in fresh, pure water, or to dive into a clean
pool. So it is obvious that we
must pay attention to the
memories and programs it
conveys.
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The purpose is to Correct
our inner program (with a
personalized digital remedy). In other words, to update our life program, as
we update a version of an
operating system, to transform the course of our history and that of our descendents, in order to avoid
repetitive and transgenerational patterns.

EXPERIENCES, DEMONSTRATIONS
The digital duplication experience of GAULTHERIE is identical to Dr
Jacques Benveniste’s protocol, i.e. by copying the original liquid matter
(GAULTHERIE essential oil) via the copy/duplication process through an
electronic and electromagnetic sensor.
In my demonstration, I observed that a positive signal is detected between
the vacuum sensor signal and the sensor equipped with the GAULTHERIE
essential oil bottle, as shown in graph number 1 below. It is therefore possible to retrieve its audible sequence, which can be recorded in WAV or
MP3 format.

Sensor
CONTROLE (capteur à vide)
DU TEST GAULTHERIE PAR DUPLICATION par radionique

CONTROL (vacuum sensor) of the GAULTHERY TEST BY radionic DUPLICATION

VALIDATION du TEST GAULTHERIE PAR DUPLICATION
à partir du produit matière, mise en évidence du signal

VALIDATION of the GAULTHERY TEST BY DUPLICATION from the material product, highlighting
the signal

Chart 1
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The experience with the ultra-high dilutions of GAULTHERIE.
Same as Professor Luc Montagnier’s protocol, i. e. by successively
diluting the original liquid matter (essential oil GAULTHERIE) from
tube to tube, while recording each dilution with an electronic and
electromagnetic sensor.
In my demonstration, one can observe the highlighting of a positive signal from the dilution tube number 8 as shown in graph number 2 below. In that way we can recover its audible sequence
recordable as WAV or MP 3.

Sensor

Chart 2

Dilution assembly

1. Dilution assembly
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The experience of creating the GAULTHERIE digital remedy
Based on Dr. Albert Abrams’ Radionics research and discoveries and using a modern, contemporary electronic radionics system, I enter the name GAULTHERIE into a computer system connected to the radionics system that transmits the GAULTHERIE informational signal into a water tube,
signal that is received on the electronic radionics equipment.
In my demonstration, one can observe that a positive signal is detected between the vacuum
sensor signal and the sensor equipped with the water tube containing the GAULTHERIE information, as shown in graph number 3 below. It is therefore possible to retrieve its audible sequence,
which can be recorded in WAV or MP3 format.

Contact speaker
1. TEST CONTROLE creation GAULTHERIE CONTROLE DU TEST création GAULTHERIE PAR RADIONIQUE
RADIONIC (vacuum sensor)
(capteur à vide)

Core inergétix
VALIDATION OF THE GAULTHERIE
creation TEST enterly signal highlighting
flask on sensor

VALIDATION DU TEST
création GAULTHERIE entierement PAR RADIONIQUE,
mise en évidence du signal (fiole sur le capteur)

Graph 3 and the results
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In my three experiments
I observe three different
ways of retrieving GAULTHERIE information: by digital
copying/duplication, by the
process of ultra high dilutions and by computerized
radionics.
It is like a radio station
(for example, on RMC,
France INFO, INTER...) that
will broadcast programs,
songs... at a certain frequency in northern France.
You can always listen to
the same shows, songs, in
the south of France but on
another frequency. It is the
same thing for this experience: the message is the
same but it is transmitted
on different frequencies (at
different levels), because
we have several entry
points in our body, whether
they are physical, mental,
emotional, energetic or
subtle. This message is received, then interpreted,
sometimes integrated or
rejected. Regardless of its
medium and point of entry, what matters is the information it contains. These

results reassure me and are
very encouraging in what
I have observed since my
early beginning with the Voll
organometer. Namely, that
a product highly diluted in
water (with no matter) emits
information validated by
the result of Figure 2, using
Professor Luc Montagnier’s
technical protocol of DNA
transduction. Also, that it is
possible to make a digital
duplication like Dr. Jacques
Benveniste, but especially,
by going further with electronic radionics (see Figure
3), the observation is unequivocal: the computerized name of the matter
product has been transmitted by the electronic radionics device, in the water
tube, hence the design of
an entirely digital product
from one end to the other.
For a few years now, this
technological protocol,
which I designed to create
personalized digital remedies, has been experimented, both on myself
and on volunteers wishing
to transform themselves
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and get rid of obstacles,
mental blocks and injuries
(physical, personal, professional, environmental) due
to our ancestral memories
and family heritage... The
results observed and the
objectives achieved on
volunteers who have drunk
their remedy flask designed
according to the GAULTHERIE digitization protocol see graph number 3 - are
more or less long-term (4 to
11 months) depending on
the individual’s rythm.

The information
contained in the digital remedy then becomes obvious.
It is therefore possible to
design a fully customized
informational remedy using
current technology. It is also
possible with Dr Jacques
Benveniste’s technique to
design a digital duplication of the matter product
which can be for example,
if we are ill, using our own
saliva, our own blood... in
opposition to phase.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE FUTURE

T

his new informational, vibratory, digital
medicine, digital biology,
has allowed me, since several years I’ve been experimenting with it, to observe transformations in
each individual I was able
to accompany in his/her
life course. Naturally, the
rythm of transformation
and change is particular to
each individual. Nothing is
as powerful in a treatment
as the moment it is fully personalized and completely
adapted.
t is for this reason that when
the individual puts intention into it, when he puts
all his faith into it, then he
goes beyond his own laws,
and beliefs and transforms
them. As a result, he overcomes the trials and obstacles he encounters, a true
liberation from conscious
and unconscious conflicts
occurs as much in his body
as in his soul and spirit. In the
same way, he delivers himself from his own history in
order to achieve his objectives and program himself
for success. A whole program that can be put into
one’s personalized remedy.

This shows that if we are
in cohesion with ourselves, we really overcome our difficulties.
Like every form of life on this
earth, we release vibrations,
an electromagnetic field
but also a melody, as demonstrated in the various
experiences
described
above. Our human capacities, intuitive and spiritual, allow us to interact on our environment with our mantras
and prayers, if and only if
they are repeated for at
least forty days or preferably
even more. As the power of
a remedy in ultra high dilution, of a digital remedy that
has the same properties, the
effectiveness of our prayers,
meditations, mantras, positive thoughts and mental
imagery doesn’t make any
doubt whatsoever...

We are our best therapist, and our self-healing power is immense,
as long as it is stimulated and awakened.
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We could even make our
own remedy on the same
principle as radionics, by
programming our water
and strengthening its action through prayer, meditation or any other form of
thought.
All these techniques are
effective but they remain alternative and complementary to official, conventional
medicine. It is fundamental
and essential to be well
accompanied by a health
professional with humanity,
in listening and common
sense. All approaches
are good as long as we
have the will to evolve and
change things in order to
gain serenity at all levels.

LET’S MOVE TOWARDS INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE

«All truth, all novelty» goes through three stages.
First, it is ridiculed. Then it is strongly opposed.
Then, it is considered as having been obvious. »
Arthur Schopenhauer, 1788-1860 German philosopher,
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Emmanuel CARRIERE MD(AM), PhD(AM) is a practitioner and
researcher in alternative and complementary medicine, he
holds a French degreei in Heilpraktiker Naturopath Practitiioner and two Indian degrees, Doctor of medicine in Alternative
medicines MD(AM) and Doctor of Philosophy in Alternative
Medicines PhD(AM).
He has been practicing since 1996 and has trained in France,
Switzerland and India in several therapeutic techniques.
His skills are multidisciplinary, mainly: homeopathy, hypnotherapy, naturopathy, postural balance, Chi Nei Tsang, informational medicine...
Since he has been practicing the relationship of help and accompaniment through alternative therapies and techniques,
he has become more passionate about beings, their identity,
their life stories with their symbolic compensations which can
manifest themselves through symptoms, discomforts and diseases.
He made it his specialty, because he quickly understood that
everything is driven by our inner weather, emotional rhythm,
conscious and unconscious communication. In the first
place, it leads to the creation of an informational therapeutic
approach that he calls homeoresonance, which is the marriage of several techniques based on homeopathy, «sequential therapy» and Voll’s organometry.
He combines all these techniques with biological decoding,
memories, symbolic compensations and Chinese energy
physiology.
This complete and precise therapeutic approach intervenes on the global aspect of the individual, it allows him to
better understand himself in order to free the conscious, unconscious conflicts, mental blocks, and resistances that he
can have in him. Its field of action is vast and specific.
This goes from our daily lives, to the memories of family transmissions, to traumas that have occurred in utero, but also
events such as an unexpected emotional shock, illness, surgery, death, break-up, etc.... Once this identification is made,
the erroneous program that we had in us, physically, psychically and subtly, is corrected once and for all, while respecting the individual’s rhythm.
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The observation of the excellent feedback of experiences
over the past few years, lead him to do research based on
the work of water memory. It ended after several years of research, experimentation and testing, by developing a technique leading to a fully customized digital remedy based on
digital biology and alternative techniques. It is this elaboration
technique that is currently being used.
It is towards preventive and integrative medicine that he now
directs his work, consultations, projects and research. On the
other hand, he shares his skills, discoveries and knowledge in
conferences and different media in order to raise awareness
and promote exchanges between different therapeutic approaches.
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Emmanuel CARRIERE
DIGITAL BIOLOGY,
IT’S REAL AND CURRENT.
The possibilities of seeing a mobile application likely to send an information to your body so
as to have an effect on it is quite conceivable nowadays through the experience I demonstrate.
Whether it is the detection of serious diseases or therapies with drug waves.
This new approach to digital biology focuses on the information that waves carry within our
physical and energetic bodies.
This is the one I have been experimenting with for a few years now, with more than promising
results.

Mail : contact@emmanuelcarrière.com

Web : http://www.emmanuelcarriere.com
http://www.lequilibre.ch
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